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20 Easy Ideas to Massively Increase Your Profitability

Dr. Bryan Laskin has been at the forefront of technology

in the dental industry for over 20 years. His mission is to

“bury the dinosaurs in dentistry”; setting aside outdated

technology, systems, and perspectives so we can allow

our teams and care to reach new heights. Dr. Laskin

maintains a keen focus on improving the lives of patients

through the integration of technology and teamwork. He

serves as Chief Innovation Officer at Dental Care

Alliance, owner/dentist at Lake Minnetonka Dental, and 

5 strategies for thriving in our “waiting room-less” reality.

20 “copy - paste” ideas to take and implement your office to instantly increase profitability.

How to keep your best team members from fleeing dentistry altogether.

The #1 key hire every office needs to make that will add thousands in production… and keep your

team sane.

What the ADA, WHO and CDC unwittingly did that will continue to devastate production numbers, and

3 ways to combat it.

Participants will learn:

founder of Upgrade Dental. As a partner in several companies, Dr. Laskin’s focus is developing the next

solutions for healthcare. He serves as counsel to many of the leading companies in the dental industry,

spending hundreds of hours each year educating their teams on enhancing the dental experience by

transforming how dentistry is delivered to patients. A member of several local and national workgroups on

electronic privacy, security and standardization, Dr. Laskin also helps shape the future of regulations within the

dental industry.


